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Statistical interactions often play a crucial role in testing 
psychological theory. Yet rcccnt articles have raised important 
issues regarding how researchers should interpret their data 
when a statistical interaction is present, and how they should 
best test an interaction hypothesis. In this article. we discuss 
conceptual issues regarding understanding data from factorial 
designs (especially the common 2 x 2) when an interaction is 
present or hypothesized. We focus on the 2 x 2 in part because 
of the ubiquity of this design. and because appropriate proce- 
dures for testing and interpreting the data when interactions are 
obtained in this design have been the subject of considerable 
recent attention and controversy (c.g., see Bobko, 1986; 
hleyer, 1991; Kosnow & Kosenthal, 1989a, 1989b, 1991, 1995; 
Ross & Creyer, 1993; Zuckerman, Hodgins, Zuckerman, 6: 
Rosenthal, 1993). 

UNDERSTANDING THE DATA WHEN AN 
INTERACTION IS PRESENT 

In  order to make psychological sense of data, one must have 
some agreed-upon method of representing the pattern of results 
obtained. This is particularly important when an interaction is 
present because there are multiple ways to represent or depict 
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interactions (cf. Judd. hlcdlclland, & Culhane, 1995). For ex- 
ample, Rosnow and Kosenthal (1989a. 1989b. 1991, 1995) have 
suggested that understanding the data is fostered by represent- 
ing and interpreting the interaction as the residual remaining 
after main effects have been removed. We argue that a blanket 
use of this approach rather than the more traditional approach 
of representing and interpreting an interaction as a difference 
between differcnces in cell means (c.g., Keppel, 1991) can lead 
to niisleading conclusions about the psychological processes 
underlying the results. I t  is important to note that representa- 
tion of interactions is not a statistical issue per se. The two ways 
of representing interactions are mathematically equivalent ( ix. ,  
interaction variance is the same, whether calculated through 
residuals or differences between differences; see Guilford & 
Fruchter, 1978; Keppel, 1991; Rosnow & Rosenthal, 1989b). 
However, the different representations can suggest dirferent 
(and conflicting) substantive conclusions. 

Traditional Versus Residual Approach to Interactions 

Following the finding of a significant interaction in an anal- 
ysis of variance (ANOVA), researchers have traditionally de- 
scribed the interaction effect through comparisons of original 
cell means (e.g.. through simple effects tests: Keppel, 1991). 
Take, for instance, a hypothetical example presented by 
Rosenthal and Rosnow (1985). In a 2 X 2 design, one of two 
versions of a political advertisement was shown to either liber- 
als or conservatives. A traditional ANOVA indicates a signifi- 
cant main effect of advertisement, no main effect of political 
ideology, and a significant interaction between the two inde- 
pendent variables (see Fig. la). According to the difference- 
between-differences approach (e.g., see Keppel, 1991), one ac- 
ceptable interpretation of these data is that there is a greater 
effect of the differing ad types for liberals than for conserva- 
tives. Keppel (1991) recommended analyses of the two simple 
effects (of ad type, in this example) as one method for examin- 
ing the meaning of the interaction (pp. 236-245; see also hlyers, 
1979; Pedhazur, 1982). This approach to interpretation reso- 
nates with the views espoused by Fisher (1937, pp. 92-93) and 
other researchers (e.g., Hoagh .  hlosteller, & Tukey. 1991). 

An alternative view has been espoused by proponents of the 
residual approach. Kosenthal, Kosnow, and their colleagues 
(c.g., Rosenthal6r Rosnow, 1985, 1991; Zuckerman et al., 1993) 
have noted correctly that cell means reflect not only the influ- 
ence of the interaction term in an ANOVA, but also the influ- 
ence of all lower order effects. Therefore, according to 
Rosenthal and Kosnow, if one is interested in understanding the 
psychological meaning of an interaction in  a 2 x 2 design, one 
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Fig. 1. Traditional representation of the difference between dif- 
ferences (a) and residual representation of the interaction (b) in 
a 2 (political ideology) x 2 (ad version) factorial. 

should not do so by examining a representation that also re- 
flects main effects. Rather, one must remove the influence of 
the main effects from the cell means prior to imparting meaning 
to the interaction. 

Consider the Ad Version x Political Ideology data in Figure 
1. According to Kosenthal and Rosnow (1985). a researcher 
following the traditional approach might be tempted to interpret 
the presence of an interaction in the data as indicating that 
liberals are more strongly influenced by version A than version 
B, whereas conservatives are equally influenced by both adver- 
tisements. Rosenthal and Rosnow (1985) asserted, however, 
that such n conclusion “would be wrong!” (p. 5). Instead, they 
prefer to interpret the representation of the interaction as de- 
picted in  Figure Ib. Consistent with this representation, 
Kosenthal and Rosnow stated that “the interaction actually 
shows that conservatives and liberals reacted in exactly oppo- 
site ways to the two types of propaganda” (p. 8; see Rosenthal 
& Kosnow, 1985, for calculation of residuals). 

Obviously, this residual representation suggests something 
very difl‘erent about the behavior of conservatives than does the 
representation following from the traditional approach. That is. 
a difl‘erenee-between-differences approach encourages one to 
develop theory that explains why liberals are affected difl‘er- 
ently by the two ads but conservatives are not, whereas the 
residual approach encourages one to explain why liberals and 

conservatives are influenced in opposite ways by the two ads.’ 
The nature of the variables in this example does not preclude 
generating a meaningful psychological interpretation of the in- 
teraction residuals. Therefore, the representations encouraged 
by the traditional and the residual views are both potentially 
accurate. 

Comparing the Approaches 

Rosenthal and Rosnoy (1991) asserted that “before an in- 
teraction effect can be un’derstood, . . . the residuals defining 
the interaction must be displayed” (p. 367), and Zuckerman et 
al. (1993) stated that “interaction effects cannot be interpreted 
on the basis of comparisons between cell means” (p. 53). If  
these scholars meant to stiggest only that researchers who de- 
scribe cell nieans are not describing solely interaction variance, 
this is correct. However, if they meant that researchcrs should 
necessarily impart psychological meaning to interaction resid- 
uals (as suggested by their assertion about the “reactions” of 
liberals and conservatives depicted in Fig. i ) ,  then we disagree. 
In particular. it is not clear that authors who wish to understand 
data containing an internction should invariably devote journal 
space to displaying and interpreting interaction residuals in- 
stead of interpreting cell means. In  fact, interpretation of resid- 
uals can sometimes lead to nonsensical conclusions because the 
interaction per sc is a statistical entity that might or might not 
directly correspond to any meaningful underlying psychological 
process. 

Consider a pattern of data similar to that in Figure la, but 
with different variables. Specifically. imagine an experiment 
investigating the influence of exposure duration (subliminal [ 5  
ms] vs. siipraliminal [500 ms]) and actual letter height (% in. vs. 
9 in.) on subjects’ verbal estimates of the height of letters. See 
Figure 2a for the expected cell means. 

A 2 x 2 ANOVA shows a main effect of letter size and an 
Exposure Duration x Letter Size interaction. The difference- 
between-differences approach suggests that the interaction ex- 
ists because there is a greater impact of letter size on percep- 
tions of height when the letters are presented supraliminally 
than when the letters arc prescntcd subliminally. Advocates of 
the residual approach would presumably suggest that this ehar- 
acterization is wrong. That is, they would assert that the mean- 
ing of the interaction can be understood only by interpreting the 
residuals represented in Figure 2b. According to the residual 
approach, then, one would interpret the presence of the inter- 
action as indicating that supmliminal- and subliminal-exposure 
subjects reacted to the presented letters in  exactly opposite 
ways. That is, supraliminal-exposure subjects reacted to the 
letters by perceiving 9-in. letters as taller than %-in. letters, but 

I .  In the traditional approach, the description and interpretation of 
the interaction (i.e., difference betueen differences) often encompasses 
n description and interpretation of any main effects. Thus, main effects 
often receive litlle attention when an interaction is present because the 
interaction shows that these effects are not uniform across levels of at 
least one other factor (e.g., Kirk,  1968). Representing interaction vari- 
ance separately from main effects in the residual approach encourages 
people to interpret main effect and interaction variance separately, 
however. 
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Fig. 2. Traditional representation of the difference between di 
ferences (a) and residual representation of the interaction (b) i 
a 2 (exposure) x 2 (letter height) factorial. 

subliminal-exposure subjects reacted to the letters by pcrceii 
ing %-in. letters as taller than 9-in. letters! Because people wh 
participated in the subliminal conditions could not even see t h  
letters, such a representation of how the subjects reacted seem 
absurd. In fact. in psychological research, there are many var 
ablcs that do not lend themselves well to the removal of mai 
effects when interpreting the meaning of interactions. 

As ;I matter of practice, we believe that researchers shod 
not confuse statistical sources of variance with underlying ps) 
chological processes when interpreting their data. For examplc 
three sources of variance in  a 2 x 2 ANOVA (two main effecl 
and one interaction) could result from three psychological prc 
cesses, or two, or one, or even four or more! Thus, the residui 
approach-which encourages interpretation of interaction var 
ance separate from main effect variance-should not be viewe 
as the default way to impart psychological meaning to dal 
when an interaction is present. For example, it would be inal 
propriate to take results from a study that has produced a 
interaction in which the cell means do not show a crossov( 
pattern, remove the main effects from the original cell mean' 
and then argue that the pattern of residunls necessarily provide 
evidence for a theory that predicts a crossover pattern. Con 

puting residuals for a significant interaction in the 2 x 2 design 
will always produce a crossover pattern. This does not imply 
that a crossover process is resp'onsiblc for the effect or that a 
crossover interpretation should be offered.' 

Just because an interaction is obtained does not mean that 
one should necessarily impart psychological meaning to the 
interaction residuals. If the residual approach leads to nonsen- 
sical conclusions given the variables under study (as in  the Ict- 
ter-size example), the residual approach can be discarded. Nev- 
ertheless, the residual ayproach can be useful if one has a 
theory that accounts sepaiately for the main effect and interac- 
tion variance. As noted, however, if a researcher prefers a 
crossover (i.e., residual-based) interpretation of the interaction, 
he or she must also develop an explanation of the removed main 
effect (or effects). If two or more plausible interpretations of the 
interaction still exist, it might then be possible to distinguish 
among the alternatives using additional data (c.g., measures of 
the proposed underlying mechanisms, or a new study in which 
the "main effect" process is removed or inhibited so a pro- 
posed crossover process can emerge in the cell means). 

USING CONTRASTS IN PLACE OF 
INTERACTION TESTS 

Given the controversy over how to interpret data when an 
interaction is present, it is not surprising that some controversy 
has also arisen over how to provide the best statistical test when 
a pattern that includes interaction variance is hypothesized. In 
particular, some scholars have recommended that because in- 
teraction predictions often suggest a specific pattern of cell 
means, such predictions should be tested using focuscd con- 
trasts that conform to the hypothesized pattern (e.g., see 
Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1985, 1991; Rosnow & Kosenthal. 1995). 
In this section, we examine the utility of using focused contrasts 
to test hypothesized patterns that include interactions. 

Hypotheses That  Imply an Ordering of Cell Means 

Contrasts are comparisons of two or more cell means. Con- 
trasts are often used to test the predicted pattern of means by 

2. Of course, neither the residual nor the traditional approach ne- 
cessitates a particular interpretation of the psychological processes un- 
derlying the interaction. A researcher using the residual approach could 
deterniine that one process accounts for both main effect and interac- 
tion variance. I f  one were to regard both main effect and interaction 
variance as accounted for by one process. ho\vever, there would seem 
to be little reason to represent and interpret the interaction variance 
separately from the main effect (or effects). hlaintaining that different 
sources of variance must be separated from each other to be interpreted 
suggests that the sources of variance have some psychological meaning 
separalr from one another. Although one can imagine some cases in 
which separable processes are responsible for main effects versus in- 
teractions. there are many cases in which moderation of the Same pro- 
cess creates both main effect and interaction variance. Therefore. use 
of residuals as the default method for understanding interactions ap- 
pears unwise. 
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assigning t o  each cell a weight that corresponds to  the predictec 
pattern. For  instance, if a researcher expects that the means 0' 
four cells in a study will be  ordered in a decreasing linear rash 
ion with equal spacing between cells, then contrast weight! 
assigned to test that prediction would be  + 3 ,  + 1, - 1, and - 3  
respectively. Any number of possible combinations of weight! 
is possible as long as the weights sum t o  zero (see Rosenthal C% 

Rosnow, 1985, 1991). Thc  primary purported advantage of con 
trast analyses is the focused nature of the research question! 
that can be addressed. F o r  instance, in a one-way design witt 
four cells, investigating a linear trend of cell means by using thc 
contrast weights just listed is more focused on the hypothesir 
than a n  omnibus F test in  the traditional one-way ANOVA. I r  
fact, ordering contrasts such as the linear contrast describec 
have even been advocated to replace the single-d'main effec 
and interaction tests in a 2 x 2 design when hypotheses imp11 
an ordering of cell means (see Rosnow & Kosenthal, 1991 
1995). 

For  instance, consider a 2 X 2 design discussed by Rosnou 
and Rosenthal(1989a, 1991) and hleyer (1991). The investigator 
hypothesizes that the health status of one's child (healthy vs 
unhealthy) has  a larger impact on  parental grief when the chilc 
dies when the child is male rathcr than female (see Fig. 3). Not( 
that this hypothesis implies the following ordering of cell mean! 
on the measure of grief: B (healthy male) > A (healthy female 
> C (unhealthy female) > D (unhealthy male). Because con 
trasts specify particular orders of cell means, Rosnow anc 
Kosenthal(1991) stated that "contrasts sharpen our conceptior 
of the hypothesized trends" and "our preference to test [thr 
predicted pattern] would be a contrast with weights + 3 ,  + 1 
- 1, -3" (p. 574; see Kosnow & Kosenthal, 1995, for a simila 
recommendation). 

One reason for favoring the contrast approach is that a dif 
ference-between-differences interaction test (d' = 1 )  coulc 
show significant results in a 2 x 2 design even if the ordering o 
means were quite different from the hypothesized ordering 
Therefore, the linear contrast is viewed a s  answering a morr 
focused question than the interaction test. A perusal of thc 
journals on our  shelves turned up  many instances of the use o 

+3 (Cell B) 

f Health of Child 
+I (Cell A/ 

+Healthy 

-3 (Cell D) 

Female Male 
Gender 

contrasts to examine hypothesized patterns that included inter- 
a c t i o n ~ . ~  

Potential Problems With the Cont ras t  Approach 

In order to demonstrate some potential problems with using 
certain contrasts to  replace the traditional interaction test when 
a difference between differences is hypothesized, we  reana- 
lyzed the data from one published study that used such a con- 
trast. The  researchers us@ a Variable X (high vs. low) x Vari- 
able Y (high vs. low) de'sign, and hypothesized a "specific 
interaction" such that Y would have a greater impact on the 
dependent measure when X was high than when X was low.' 
The  results obtained in their study are graphed in Figure 4a. 

Because the specific interaction implied that the Y-high/X- 
high and Y-low/X-high cells would be most extreme (with the 
Y-high/X-low and Y-low/X-low cells between the extremes), the 
authors decided to  test the ordering of means using the linear 
contrast recommended by Rosnow and Rosenthal (1991). That 
is, the authors weighted the Y-high/X-high cell as  + 3 ,  Y-high/ 
X-low cell as  + I .  Y-low/X-low cell as - 1, and Y-low/A'-high 
cell as  - 3 .  The linear contrast on the data yielded a highly 
significant result (I, < .001). and the authors concluded that 
their hypothesis was supported. Yet when the data are exam- 
ined using a traditional ANOVA, there is a strong main effect 
for variable Y (I, < .001), but no significant X-by-Y interaction 
(I, > .25). That is, Y does not differentially influence the depen- 
dent measure across levels of A'. The discrepancy between 
these tests lies in the fact that the linear contrast combines both 
main effect and interaction variance, whereas the ANOVA in- 
teraction reflects the unique variance accounted for by the 
difference between differences. I t  would thus appear that the 
linear contrast used to analyze a 2 X 2 design can be highly 
significant when only the main effect portion of the contrast is 
truly present in the data. This property of linear contrasts im- 
plies that a variety of unanticipated patterns of cell means could 
produce a significant contrast effect. 

For example, imagine that the effect of Y was exactly the 
same across levels of X in the data (see Fig. 4b). The same 
linear contrast supposedly testing a hypothesized specific inter- 
action would produce an even more significant result than for 
the original data ( p  < .00006). despite the fact that the interac- 
tion sum of squares for these data would be zero! Finally, the 
linear contrast could be significant even if there were a signif- 
icant difference between differences in the opposite direction of 
the hypothesized pattern (I, < .023; see Fig. 4c)! Given that the 
chosen contrast is designed to  test a specific linear ordering of 
means, i t  might surprise some readers to  learn that cell means 
that deviate dramatically from the hypothesized ordering can 
produce even larger test statistics than cell means that conform 
to the hypothesis. 

3. Rosnow and Rosenthal might not have intended the focused con- 
trast to replace the difference-bet\veen-di~erences approach, but, none- 
theless. their comments have apparently been interpreted by some re- 
se:irchers a s  suggesting this. 

Fig. 3. Hypothesized ordering and corresponding contrast 
weights in a 2 (health of child) X 2 (gender of  child) factorial 
design. 

4. We do not identify the study because w e  are simply using these 
data for convenience. That is, we could haw made up some hypothet- 
ical data to make the same points. 
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Fig. 4. Results subjected to  the same linear contrast as in Fig 
ure 3. The graphs show (a) actual results from a study hypotk 
esizing an interaction between variables X and Y ,  (b) result 
consisting of only a main effect of variable Y .  and (c) result 
including a significant interaction opposite to  that hypothc 
sized. 

I Two Problems With “Focused” Contrasts 

This example illustrates two potential problems with the us 
of contrasts t o  test a specific ordering of cell means implied b 
a hypothesis that includes both main effect and interaction var 
ance. The first problem concerns the match between the rt 
search hypotheses and the statistical tests. When researchei 
propose “differential impact” hypotheses, using statistic; 
techniques that confound “differential impact” variance (i.e 
interaction variance) with “overall impact” variance (i.e.. mai 
effect variance) is inappropriate. Using a test that combine 
interaction variance with main effect variance provides no d 
agnostic information about the differential impact portion (< 
the main effect portion) of  the hypothesis. I f  a researcher h! 
pothesizes a pattern of results that should produce both mai 
effect and interaction variance, the hypothesis is fully S U ~  

ported only if both sources of variance are  present in the dat; 
Unfortunately, the use of ordering contrasts in such cases pri 
vides information only that the combination of both sources i 
variance is significant. 

The second problem is that a significant focused contra 

loes not preclude the possibility that other contrasts account 
o r  the data as  well as  or  better than the specified contrast. This  
lifficulty is illustrated in Figure‘ 4b: The linear contrast is sig- 
iificant (and the residual left after the linear contrast is nonsig- 
iificant) even though there is n o  interaction variance in the 
M a .  Even though a researcher using such a linear contrast 
night profess that he or she is not interested in main effects o r  
nteractions, it is impossible for the data to entirely match the 
)reposed linear ordering (i.e., B > A > C > D, as  in Fig. 3) 
inless both main effect a$ interaction variance are present in 
he  data ( ix . ,  if one or  the other is absent, then at least some of 
he proposed ordering will fail to occur). Thus. if the data can be  
:ompletely characterized by a main effect, then a main effect 
nterpretation is a more accurate (and more conceptually par- 
jimonious) characterization of the data than one that implies 
30th main effect and interaction variance should be present. 

What Should Researchers Do? 
There are at least two possible approaches to  address the 

problem of confounding sources of variance in a contrast: cre- 
iting contrast weights that orthogonalize the relevant sources of 
variance and simultaneously testing multiple nonorthogonal 
contrasts in regression analyses. In the presented example, the 
authors’ predictions included a main effect of Y and the differ- 
cntial impact of Y at  different levels of X (which is orthogonal t o  
the main effect). Thus, the statistical tests should have exam- 
ined the significance of each source of variance, not some com- 
bination of the two. Thus. we believe that authors with such 
hypotheses would be better served by using a traditional 
ANOVA (which tests orthogonal main effects and interactions) 
than by using the confounded linear contrast. 

An alternative strategy would be to specify several con- 
trasts, each of which might theoretically account for the pattern 
of data observed. These contrasts could then be compared 
through the use of simultaneous regression analyses in order to  
determine which contrast accounts for the most unique vari- 
ance ( i x . ,  partialing for the effects of the other contrasts being 
examined; cf. Kosenthal R: Rosnow, 1991, pp. 477478). If the 
authors of our example study had tested the linear contrast 
controlling for the main effect of Y, they would have found that 
the linear contrast becomes nonsignificant ( p  > 2 5 ) .  Of course. 
computing a contrast that combines main effect and interaction 
variance while controlling for another contrast that includes 
only the main effect leaves one with a test that is basically the 
ANOVA test of the interaction.’ 

G E N E R A L  CONCLUSIONS 
When researchers obtain a statistical interaction, there arc  

different approaches to understanding its psychological niean- 

5 .  In  the preceding sections. tve have outlined potential pitfalls in 
the use of  contrasts to test specific orderings of  cell means, especially 
tvithin factorial designs. We do not \vish to imply by this critique that 
contrasts have no place in testing or articulating psychological theory. 
Contrasts can be especially useful in designs \vith more than ttvo levels 
o f  one or more factors (see Abelson CY: Prentice. 1995) or iis a technique 
for articulating results (see Abelson. 1995). 
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ng. Although some scholnrs have suggested that the psycho 
OgiCal meaning of interactions in dnta can be understood onl: 
J Y  removing variance due to lo\yer order effects, we belicvl 
.hat there is no canned way to interpret data when a n  interac 
.ion is present. Researchers should not necessarily assume tha 
he significant sources of variance in an ANOVA separatel: 
-epresent some meaningful psychological process (or  pro 
x s s e s ) .  We believe that in representing and interpreting dat, 
:ontaining interactions, researchers should consider the con 
:eptual nature of the variables under study (which can oftei 
-ule out certain representations of the interaction a s  implausi 
Ae), the relevant psychological theories (which can direct re 
iearchers toward an appropriate understanding of the interac 
ion), and any additional data necessary to distinguish anion; 
Jlausible interaction interpretations. I t  is only after thesc con 
iiderations that researchers can make a n  informed decision re 
prding how an interaction can best be understood. When re 
,earchers use focused contrasts as tests of trends i n  data, the; 
ihould be aware that a single contrast sometimes confound 
nultiple sources of meaningful variance (e.g., the linear con 
rast we described earlier included both main effect and inter 
iction variance). In such cases, the contrast is not diagnostic o 
he existence of either effect included ( i x . ,  confounded) in thc 
est. Thus, if one's hypothesis depends on a specific source o 
iariance being present, one cannot adequately test for the ex 
stence of that effect using a contrast that combines that vari 
ince with other sources of variance. 
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